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TANGO DELANCO 
J.DUNLOP / W. GRAF / L.RESIDORI  

Music: Tango 4/4        Tempo:  104 bpm 
Positions:  Foxtrot, Waltz, Tango, Partial Tango, Reverse Partial Tango, Tandem, Kilian, Cross Arm Kilian, 
Hand in Hand, Shadow         Pattern: set 
 
This Tango is fluid and lively.  These characteristics must be clear during the execution of the dance through 
good edges interspersed with quick rotation, which develop correctly around the baseline. 

The footwork must be very quick and sudden so as to create an intense "staccato" (as a brief and sudden 
action that gives the idea of an abrupt stop before continuing with the next movement). Deep edges, 
executed effortlessly and with fluidly combined with carriage, are necessary elements to correctly express 
the dance. 

Steps 1 through 4 are skated in Foxtrot position. 

Steps 1 (LFO), 2 (Ch RFI), 3 (LFO) and 4 (Run RFI) each of one beat, are part of a lobe beginning toward the 
long side barrier with step 1, becomes parallel to it on step 2 and ends away from it on steps 3 and 4. 

Step 5, aiming toward the long axis, is two beats for both partners. For the woman, (DpCh LFO Rk), with the 
Rocker turn executed on the second beat of the step finishing on a LBO with the right free leg extended in 
back, in line with the tracing of the skating leg.  For the man, step 5 (run LFOI), is a run LFO on the 1st beat 
followed by a change of edge to inside on the 2nd beat with the right free leg extended in back and crossed 
behind the skating leg, to match the woman's rocker turn.  On the second beat of step 5, the woman, 
executing the Rocker, must cross the man's tracing; the couple assumes Reverse Partial Tango position with 
the woman slightly to the left of the man.  The couple remains in this position until step 6. 

Step 6: The woman, on step 6a, skates a run RBI for 2 beats followed by step 6b, a DrCh LBO, for two beats 
performed with an optional free leg movement. 

On step 6, the man skates a RFO for 4 beats:  the first two with the free leg stretched in back (corresponding 
to step 6a of the woman) and the last two beats with optional movement of the free leg (corresponding to 
step 6b of the woman). Step 6 begins aiming toward the long axis then becomes parallel to it and finally 
ends away from it. 

Step 7 which has a total of six beats, is for the woman a Mk RFO Rk Sw and for the man a Xroll LFO-3t for 2 
beats (step 7a) and a RBO Sw for 4 beats (step 7b); During this step, the man's left arm and the woman's 
right arm are brought over the woman's head enabling her to skate the Mk RFO on the first beat and a 
Rocker on the second beat, while the man executes a XR LFO on first beat followed by a three turn on the 
second beat ( step 7a). The man then, in tandem position, executes step 7b with a RBO while the woman, 
remaining on the same edge, extends her left leg (free leg), first in front and then in back with a Swing (on 
the third beat of step 7b of the man) simultaneously with the man.  Step 7 begins toward the long side 
barrier, becomes parallel to it and finishes away from it. 

Step 8, Cw LFI (2 beats) in Kilian position, step 9 RFO (2 beats), and step 10 run LFI (1 beat) form a lobe that 
starts toward the long axis, becomes parallel to it on steps 8 and 9 and finishes aiming away from it on step 
10. 

On steps 9, RFO (2 beats) and 10 run LFI (1 beat) the man keeps his right hand on the left shoulder of the 
woman, skating behind and slightly to the left of her. 

On step 11, (1 beat) the couple performs an RFI aimed towards the long side barrier, where the man, 
crossing the trace of the women and passing behind her, assumes Tandem position. During the change of 
position, from step 10 to 11, the arm movement is optional. 
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The arc of steps 12 and 13 is distributed parallel to the long side barrier, beginning toward it and finishing 
away from it. Step 12a is skated in Kilian position. 

Steps 12b-12c-12d-13a are skated in Partial Tango position. 

Step 12 for the man is divided into 12a-12b-12c-12d, an Open Mk (heel-heel) LBI 3t - Open Mk RBO - Mk LFO 
- Ch RFI for 6 beats total, that are distributed as follows: 

x Beat 1: Step 12a, Open Mohawk (heel-heel, executed in 1 beat) on an LBI edge and maintained for 2 
beats on an inside edge; 

x Beat 3: a three turn from LBI to LFO with the right free leg in front, maintained for 1 ½ beats on an 
outside edge. 

Step 12b (Open Mk RBO) a quick Open Mohawk, for ½ beat,  

Step 12c is a Mohawk LFO for 1 ½ beats;  

Step 12d is a very quick Ch RFI, for ½ beat, only for the man. 

Step 12 for the woman is an Open Mk (heel-heel) LBI- 3t- 3t, which remains on the same foot for six beats. 

At the same time as the man, the woman performs this mohawk LBI (heel-heel) and three turn (LBI to a LFO 
on the 3rd beat) with the free leg extended in front, followed by another three turn (from LFO to LBI) on 5th 
beat and maintained on the inside edge with the right free leg extended in back until the 6th beat. 

The movement of the free leg (where not mentioned) is optional. 

The execution of step 13a for  the woman, (RBO), and 13b (Mk LFO) (1 beat each) occurs with a passage of 
the man's left hand holding the woman's right hand over her head to allow her to perform the step in 
preparation for the change of position (to Kilian). 

Step 13 for the man, a LFO (2 beats) which, on the 2nd beat, the free leg is brought into "and" position in 
preparation for the next step (step 14 XF RFI). 

Step 14, for the couple is a XF RFI for 2 beats in Kilian position. 

Step 15, for 4 beats for both, consists of a LFI swing- inside twizzle for the woman (2+1 ½+½) and a LFI swing 
(2+2) for the man skated toward the center of the rink. This step begins aiming away from long axis and 
finishes aiming toward it. This step for the woman is performed with the free leg held in back for the first 2 
beats, swinging in front on the 3rd beat, and an inside twizzle on the last ½ beat. 

The inside twizzle is a rotation on one foot  which comprises, in a single movement, a quick three turn from 
LFI to LBO, followed by a half three turn to a LFI, before performing the next step. 

The man, after the swing, matches the execution of woman's twizzle by bringing his feet together into "and" 
position. 

During the twizzle the skaters' left hands move over the woman's head to take the next step , Step 16( RFO), 
in Cross Arm Kilian position with the left hands of the skaters joined at the height of the hips (with the left 
hands over and the right hands under). This movement should be completed in time to start Step 16, a RFO 
for 1 ½ beats for both skaters.   

Step 17 (Ch LFI) is a quick chasse skated for ½ beat. 

The steps 16 and 17 are aimed toward the long axis. 

Step 18, for 4 beats, is a RFO swing followed by a twizzle (2+1 ½+½) for man and RFO swing (2+2) for the 
woman. Step 18 begins at the long axis and finishes toward the short side barrier. 

Step 18 for the man is skated with the free leg held in back for 2 beats, swinging in front on the 3rd beat and 
an outside twizzle for ½beat. 
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The outside twizzle, turned counterclockwise, is a full rotation on one foot, which comprises, in a single 
movement, a quick counter turn (from RFO to RBO) followed by a half three turn to a RFI before performing 
the next step. During the twizzle, the right hands of the skaters are released to allow the execution of this 
turn of the man while the left hands remains joined above his head (it should be noted that the man's height 
may affect the execution of the twizzle under the left arm of the woman.  For this reason it is permitted to 
release hold to facilitate this turn. The woman matches the execution of the man's twizzle by bringing her 
feet into "and" position. 

Step 19, a LFO for 2 beats for both the man and woman, aims toward the long axis and finishes parallel to it. 

On step 19 the couple assumes Kilian position, which is maintained until the end of step 20. 

Step 20 XB RFI-O-I, for a total of 4 beats. 

This step, begins parallel to the long axis and ends towards the short side barrier. The step is performed as 
follows: 
x First beat: XB RFI with the free leg extended in front; 
x Second beat: a change of edge from RFI to RFO with optional free leg movement; 
x Third beat: change of edge from RFO to RFI with free leg lifted forward for a beat and returning to the 

"and" position; this inside edge must be held for 2 beats. 

Step 21, for 2 beats, is a LFO skated parallel to the short side barrier. 

With step 21, LFO, the couple assumes Foxtrot position, which is maintained until step 25, LFO. 

 Step 22 run RFI (1 beat), 23 LFO (1 beat), and 24, DrCh RFI (2 beats) descend from the short side barrier; 
Step 24 is parallel to the long side barrier. Step 25 is a LFO (1 beat). 

On step 26 for the woman, a RBO Ballroom * step (Iv Mohawk): (toe to toe). 

The woman, leaving her right hand with the man's left hand, performs a Ballroom (an inverted Mohawk), 
shifting her body weight from a  LFO in a counterclockwise direction to a RBO, at the end of which she is in 
front of her partner on a RBO with her feet in "and" position. During the rotation, the man and woman join 
their hands, left hand to left hand and right hand to right hand, with the left hands on top and the right on 
bottom. 

The man, while the woman executes the inverted mohawk, skates a run RFI for one beat. 

The position of the skaters is momentarily face to face with arms crossed, successively with step 27, the 
woman crosses the man's tracing to finish on his left. 

Step 27, (4 beats total) for the woman  a Mk LFO Sw Rk and the man a quick LFO Sw Rk is initially performed 
(on the 1st beat) with a passage of the woman under the link formed by the partners' left hands that pass 
over  the woman's head to be successively brought to the height of the hip. The right hands remain joined 
and the skaters side by side (the woman to the left of the man) 

Step 27, (for 4 beats), is as follows: 
x 1st beat: for the woman Mk LFO and for the man a quick LFO; 
x 2nd beat: Forward swing of the right free leg, in line with the skating leg; 
x 3rd and 4th beat: LFO Rk (on 3rd beat) that finishes on a LBO, held until the end of the step. During the 

rocker turn the couple assumes Kilian position. 

Step 28: (for 4 beats) for the woman is a XR RBO 3t O, is as follows: 
x 1st beat: a Xroll RBO in Kilian position. 
x 2nd beat:  a three turn (RBO to RFI), the couple assumes Tango position; 
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x 3rd and 4th beat: a change of edge, from RFI to RFO on the 3rd beat, held on an outside edge until the 
end of the step. The position assumed is Partial Tango position and the movement of the free leg on this 
step is optional 

For man Step 28a is a XR RBO (2 beats) and 28b a DrCh LBO (2 beats). 
28a (2 beats): 1st and 2nd beat: a XR RBO (on the 1st beat) in Kilian position, held for 2 beats on an outside 
edge and on the 2nd beat, corresponding to the woman's three turn, the couple assumes  Tango position. 

28b (2 beats): 3rd and 4th beat: a DrCh LBO on the 3rd beat on an outside edge until the end of the step. 
The couple moves into Partial Tango position and the movement of the free leg on these steps is optional. 

Step 29, aimed toward the long side barrier, is for the woman a XR LFO 3t, a cross roll on the 1st beat 
followed by a three turn on the 2nd beat, while for the man is a RBO for 2 beats; the position is Partial Tango 
on the cross roll and after the woman's three turn, the couple assumes (with step 30), Waltz position. 

Step 30 ( 2 beats for both skaters), is a RBO for the woman and a Mk LFO for the man,  aimed toward  the 
long side of the barrier and becoming parallel to it. 

Steps  31-32-33-34 are Ballroom * steps (Iv Mohawk),  performed in Waltz or Partial Tango position 
(optional choice) in which the skaters rotate lightly around each other, alternating with Ballroom * steps  (Iv 
Mohawks) from forward to backward and with mohawks from backward to forward on outside edges. 

Step 31 (2 beats): Ballroom step for the man on a RBO with forward extension of the free leg while the 
woman performs a Mk LFO with backward extension of the free leg. 

Step 32 (1 beat): Ballroom step for the woman on a RBO, with the foot of the free leg in "and" position, 
while the man performs a Mk LFO with immediate return of the foot of the free leg to "and" position, 
matching the woman. 

Step 33 (1 beat): Ballroom step for the man on a RBO, with the foot of the free leg in "and" position, while 
the woman performs a Mk LFO with immediate return of the foot of the free leg to "and" position, matching 
the man. 

Step 34 (2 beats): Ballroom step for the woman on a RBO with forward extension of the free leg while the 
man performs a Mk LFO with backward extension of the free leg. 

The couple, on step 34, assumes Tango position, maintaining it through step 35b. 

Step 35 is a XR LBO (2 beats) for the woman and a XR RFO (35a) followed by a Ch LFI (35b) (1 beat each) for 
the man. Step 35 intersects the long axis. 

Step 36 is a Mk RFO for the woman and a RFO for the man, during which the couple assumes Kilian position, 
aimed toward the short side barrier.  

Step 37: XR LFO 3t (2 beats), the man slides  forward with respect to the woman passing under the link of 
the left hands while the woman with step 37a  XR LFO (1 beat), remains on the outside of the man and with 
step 37b Ch RFI (1 beat) )she is in front of him, after his three turn. The position on step 37 is Hand in Hand 
(her left hand in his left hand, with right hands free).  This step is initially aimed toward the short side barrier 
and curves in preparation for the next step. 

Steps 38a-38b respectively for the man:  step 38a, a RBO (1 beat) with the free leg extended in front and a 
DrCh LBI (38b) (1 beat) with the free leg extended in back. For the woman, step 38 LFO Sw (2 beats) in which 
the free leg swings in front on the 2nd beat.  

Hand in Hand position is maintained until step 38b and the aim of the step is parallel to the short side 
barrier. 

Step 39 is executed in Partial Tango position, with the woman on the man's left.  On this step, the man 
performs a DrCh RBO with free leg in back, in line with the skating leg and the woman a RFI (Open Stroke). 
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At the end of step 39, the man prepares to execute a mohawk that connects this step with the first step of 
the dance, a LFO (step 1), to be able to perform the restart of the dance while the woman brings the left 
free leg into "and" position.  The man's mohawk must be repeated at the end of the second sequence of the 
dance. 

Note: Ballroom * (Iv Mohawk): 180 ° rotation from forward to backward, with the toes close and angled (toe 
to toe) during the execution of the turn. 

KEY POINTS – TANGO DELANCO (Couples) 
Section 1 
1. Step 5 Dr Ch LFO Rk: correct execution of the Dr Ch LFO Rk, without changing to an inside edge before 

and/or after the Rocker for women, matching the change of edge of the man. The woman, during the 
Rocker must cross the trace of the man. 

2. Step 7 which has a total of six beats is for the woman Mk RFO-Rk Sw and for the man (7a) XR LFO-3t (2 
beats) and (7b) RBO Sw (4 beats); proper execution of the Mohawk LFO rocker swing without changing 
the edge before and/or after the Rocker; the skater must lift the free leg in front on the 3rd beat and 
swing it in back on the 5th beat.  Attention should be paid to the required change in position and the 
proximity of the skaters after the woman's Rocker turn. 

3. Step 12: correct execution of the Mohawk (heel to heel) and correct edge before and after the three 
turn.  Attention should be paid to the required change in position and the proximity of the skaters 
before and after the mohawk as well as during the three turn with the correct lean as well as the correct 
timing (see list of steps). 

Section 2 
1. Step 15: Proper execution of LFI Sw Tw (2+1 ½+½) for the woman; step on a LFI edge, bringing the free 

leg forward on the 3rd beat with a Swing and remaining on an inside edge for 3 ½ beats after which she 
will quickly rotate clockwise (Inside Twizzle formed by a three turn + half a three turn) in ½beat. 

2. Step 18: Proper execution of the RFO Sw Tw (2+1 ½+½) for the man; step on a RFO edge swinging the 
free leg in front on the 3rd beat of the step and remaining on an outside edge for 3 ½ beats, after which 
he will quickly rotate counter-clockwise (Outside Twizzle formed by an outside counter turn + half three 
turn) in ½ beat.   

3. Step 20: RFIOI (4 beats) (1+1+2). The step should be skated with pronounced changes of edge with 
correct timing (1 beat RFI, 1 beat RFO and 2 beats RFI. 

Section 3 
1. Step 26: Correct execution of Ballroom step RBO * (Iv Mohawk: toe to toe) for the woman, from LFO to 

RBO. 
2. Step 27 for the woman is a Mk LFO Sw Rk and for the man a LFO Sw Rk: Correct execution of the swing 

rockers on the correct edge and correct timing. Attention to the changes in position and proximity of 
the skaters before and after the rockers 

3. Step 28: (4 beats) is for the woman a XR RBO 3t O: correct execution of the backward cross roll and lean 
relative to the woman. For man step 28a is XR RBO (2 beats) and 28b Dr Ch LBO (2 beats). Edges should 
be strong and defined as described. 

Section 4  
1. Steps 31-32-33-34 for both: "Ballroom"/Mohawk: correct technical execution of the ballroom steps 

made lightly, on correct edges and with correct timing: steps 31 and 34 for 2 beats, steps 32 and 33 for 
1 beat. Attention to the proximity of the partners during the ballroom steps and the correct position 
during rotations avoiding separations and variations in the space between them. 

2. Step 37: XR LFO for both followed by a three turn for the man and Ch RFI for the woman; observe the 
changes of position and the correct edges and timing. 

3. Step 39 (2 beats): the man performs a Dr Ch RBO (2 beats) and the woman a RFI (open-Stroke) in Partial 
Tango position. Compliance with the prescribed timing and coordination of the free legs in unison. 
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TANGO  DELANCO  (Couples) 

Position Step Man’s Steps Beats Woman’s Steps 
   M  W  

SECTION 1 
Foxtrot 1 LFO  1  LFO 
 2 Ch RFI  1  Ch RFI 
 3 LFO  1  LFO 
 4 Run RFI   1  Run RFI  
Reverse Partial 
Tango  

5 LFOI  (free leg crossed in back  on beat 2)  1+1  Dp Ch LFO Rk (Free leg 
extended in back after 
Rk) 

 6a RFO 2+2  2 Run RBI 
 6b ( free leg movement optional on the last 

2 beats) 
  2  Dp Ch  LBO (free leg 

movement optional)  
(see notes) 7a XR LFO 3t  1+1  1+1+ Mk RFO Rk Sw   
Tandem 7b RBO Sw (swing on beat 3)  2+2  2+2 (Swing on beat 5) 
Kilian 8 Cw LFI  2  Cw LFI 
(see notes) 9  RFO  (man's right  hand on the shoulder 

of the woman)  
 2  RFO  (man's right hand 

on the shoulder of the 
woman) 

 10 run LFI  (man's right hand on the 
shoulder of the woman) 

 1  run LFI (man's right 
hand on the shoulder of 
the woman) 

Tandem       11 RFI   1  RFI   
Kilian 12a Op Mk LBI (heel to heel)  

Three turn  (beat 3 of LBI) (free leg in 
front)   

2+ 
1 ½ 

 
 

2+ 
2+ 

 
 
 

2 
 
 

Op Mk LBI (heel to heel) 
 Three turn  ( beat  3 
with free leg in front) 
 
 
Three Turn (beat  5 with 
free leg in back) 
 

 12b Op Mk RBO 
 

½ 

Partial 
Tango 

12c Mk  LFO 1 ½ 
12d Ch RFI ½ 
13a  LFO 2  1 RBO 

(see notes) 13b  1 Mk LFO 
SECTION 2 
Kilian 14 XF RFI  2  XF RFI 
(see notes) 15 LFI -Sw –“and position”  2+2  

 
2+1½
+ ½ 

LFI -Sw –Tw (½ count) 

Cross Arm Kilian 16 RFO  1 ½   RFO 
 17 Ch LFI   ½   Ch LFI 
 (see notes) 18 RFO-Sw - Tw (½ count) 2+1 

1/2+1/
2 

 2+2 RFO-Sw–"and position” 

Kilian 19 LFO  2  LFO 
 20 XB RFIOI 

 
 1+1+

2 
 XB RFIOI 

 
Foxtrot 21 LFO  2  LFO 

22 run RFI  1  run RFI 
23 LFO  1  LFO  
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24 Dp Ch RFI  2  Dp Ch RFI 
25 LFO  1  LFO 

SECTION 3 
(see notes) 26 run RFI  1  Iv Mk RBO (Ballroom 

step) 
(see notes ) 
To Kilian 

27 LFO Sw  Rk 
 

 1+1 
+2 

 Mk LFO Sw Rk 
 

Kilian to Tango 28a XR RBO 
 

2  1+1 
 

+2 

XR RBO- 3t (to RFI )~O 
 

From Tango to 
Partial Tango 

28b Dp Ch LBO 2  
29 RBO  2  XR LFO 3t  (to LBI) 

 
SECTION 4 
Waltz 30 Mk  LFO  2  RBO 
 31 Iv Mk(Ballroom)  RBO  2  Mk LFO 
 32 Mk LFO  1  Iv Mk (Ballroom) RBO  
 33 Iv Mk RBO(Ballroom)  1  Mk LFO 
Tango 34 Mk LFO  2  Iv Mk(Ballroom)  RBO 

35a  XR RFO 1  2 XR LBO 

35b  Ch LFI 1  
Kilian 36 RFO  2   Mk RFO 
Hand in Hand 37a XR LFO 3t (to LBI) 

 
1+1  1 XR LFO  

 37b  1 Ch RFI 
 38a RBO 1  1+1 LFO Sw (free leg in front 

on beat 2)  38b DpCh LBI (free leg in back) 1  
Partial Tango  39 Dp Ch RBO (free leg in back)   2  RFI  (Open Stroke) 
  Mk to...     
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TANGO DELANCO 

 


